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A B S T R A C T

Chemical industrial parks, being critical infrastructures, are susceptible to domino effects triggered by inten-
tional attacks. Previous research on security risk management has mainly focused on using security measures to
prevent intentional attacks, neglecting the effects of safety barriers. Safety barriers are able to reduce the po-
tential consequences and decrease the attractiveness of chemical industrial parks to terrorists who aim to
maximize the damage. From a systematic perspective, the potential consequence of intentional attacks is defined
as the expected loss which is the sum-product of damage probability and consequence of installations. A con-
sequence-based method including a Dynamic Vulnerability Assessment Graph (DVAG) model is proposed to
integrate safety and security resources for reducing the risk of intentional attacks. The DVAG model is developed
based on dynamic graphs, considering the effects of security measures, safety barriers, and emergency response.
This method can assess the consequences and damage probabilities of possible intentional attacks so as to mi-
tigate the risk via evaluation and allocation of security measures and safety barriers with fast computation speed.

1. Introduction

Critical infrastructures are sensitive to disruptions that may lead to
cascading failures since they are complex, interdependent, and ubiquitous
[7,15]. Even a minor disruption can trigger a chain of events and cause
performance degradation of infrastructure systems, resulting in substantial
consequences [14]. The protection of critical infrastructures from system
collapses with cascading effects is significant and challenging in counter-
terrorism [25]. Hausken and Levitin [30] divided infrastructure systems
into eight categories: single element, series systems, parallel systems,
series-parallel systems, networks, multiple elements, interdependent sys-
tems, and other types of systems. Hausken and Levitin [29] used minmax
strategy to allocate defensive resources in complex multi-state systems.
Mirzasoleiman et al. [43] investigated the cascaded failures in weighted
networks to assess the networks’ robustness against cascaded failures.
Chen et al. [18] studied the influence of coupling effect on the cascading
failures in interdependent networks under targeted attacks and found that
cascading failure mechanisms are different with various coupling pre-
ferences. Wu et al. [60] proposed an attack strength degradation model to
analyze the cascading failures caused by terrorist attacks in interdependent
infrastructures, considering physical and geographical interdependencies.

The chemical sector is identified as one of 16 critical infrastructures

by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security [51]. A growing public
concern raised the attention on chemical and process security after the
terrorist attack in New York City on September 11, 2001
[9,10,12,39,50]. In 2004, the American Petroleum Institute (API)
published a recommendation on security risk assessment for the pet-
roleum and petrochemical industries [6]. The recommendation pro-
vides a systematic security risk assessment (SRA) method based on
threat, vulnerability and consequence analysis. In 2013, the SRA
method was improved by expanding functional utility without changing
the basic methodology [5]. Security risk (Rs) is regarded as a function of
threat (T), vulnerability (V) and consequence (C) in the SRA method, as
shown in Eq. (1).

=R f T V C( , , )S S (1)

Threat analysis, especially for quantification of the threat, is a
considerable challenge since it requires a multitude of data and
knowledge, and modeling the motivations, intents, characteristics,
capabilities, and tactics of adversaries [11,46]. Vulnerability analysis
requires a detailed understanding of the design and operation of in-
stallations and the threat information [42,44,55]. Security measures
can improve the capability of installations against attacks but also may
change the attackers’ strategies because of the intelligent character of
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the adversaries [21,22,47]. Game theory has been suggested as a pro-
mising tool to analyze adversaries’ strategies and optimize the de-
fenders’ response via optimal allocation of security resources
[40,52,54,56,58]. Consequence analysis requires modeling the poten-
tial scenarios related to the attack, such as fires, explosions, and toxic
material releases [59].

The above researches on security risk in the process and chemical
industries mainly focus on threat and vulnerability analysis for the
purpose of preventing possible intentional attacks or reducing the
likelihood of these attacks. Little attention has been paid to reduce
consequences since consequence analysis in the security domain has
many similarities with that in the safety domain. But consequence
analysis has important impacts on the attractiveness of chemical parks
and thus affects adversaries’ strategies. Besides, consequence analysis
becomes more complicated and significant when domino effects
[2,19,23,31,35,36] are likely to be triggered by intentional attacks.
Different from other critical infrastructures, chemical industrial parks
with hundreds and even thousands of installations are more vulnerable
to domino effects due to storing or processing large amounts of ha-
zardous (e.g., flammable, explosive and toxic) substances. As a result,
these hazardous installations situated next to each other in a chemical
industrial area can be regarded as one large interdependent system
which may be exploited by terrorists to trigger domino effects. In that
case, the consequences are more severe than that of the primary attack
event. Therefore, Both internal domino effects and external domino
effects1 [48] should be considered in chemical security management.

Reniers et al. [50] proposed integrating safety and security to pre-
vent domino effects in chemical clusters. Hausken et al. [28] applied
game theory and contest success functions to study the defensive
strategy based on effectiveness analysis taking into account both nat-
ural disasters and terrorism, neglecting the effect of safety resources on
the consequences of security events. When eliminating terrorist groups
and intentional attacks seems impossible, minimizing the potential
consequences of intentional attacks can be considered as an effective
approach for protecting chemical industrial plants against terrorist at-
tacks [53].

However, minimizing the potential consequences is challenging, not
only due to the interactions among different installations but also be-
cause the evolution of domino effects is a dynamic process. In a com-
plex evolution, a lower order accident scenario may contribute to the
damage of multiple installations (parallel effects), and a higher order
accident scenario may be caused by multiple installations (synergistic
effects) [8,45,49]. Deliberate fires are more likely to lead to a more
severe escalation because the possibility of several simultaneous pri-
mary fires at different locations exist [17]. Installations involved in a
domino effect are vulnerable at the starting of the evolution. As time
goes by, the exposed installation's vulnerability increases due to tem-
perature/pressure build-up, and may become harmful to other in-
stallations if damaged. Therefore, the vulnerability of installations in
chemical industrial parks should be considered due to possible domino
effects caused by deliberate attacks. However, previous evolution
models such as the Monte Carlo-based methods [1,32], the Bayesian
network [33,61], the CFD-based simulation [41], and the event tree
method [3], for domino effects may be too complex or time-consuming
and not suitable for security management in chemical industrial parks
with large numbers of installations.

The present study is therefore aimed at establishing a usable con-
sequence-based method for the allocation of safety and security re-
sources in chemical industrial parks. A chemical industrial area with a
large number of installations that may be directly or indirectly (domino

effects) damaged by intentional attacks is deemed as a system. Security
measures and safety barriers are integrated into a Dynamic
Vulnerability Assessment Graph (DVAG) model for vulnerability as-
sessment of installations that may be damaged by the spatial-temporal
evolution of intentional attacks. The quantitative potential con-
sequences of possible intentional attacks can be quickly obtained via
the developed algorithm. Therefore, the effect of safety measures or
safety barriers on potential consequences can be quantified, facilitating
the decision making on the allocation of safety and security resources
based on the principle of minimizing the potential consequence.
Moreover, this work can be used to optimize the allocation of safety and
security resources since it provides a fast computational method to
assess the consequences of domino effects.

The main steps of the method are outlined in Section 2. After pre-
senting the foundations of dynamic graphs, the Dynamic Vulnerability
Assessment Graph (DVAG) model is elaborated in Section 3. Two il-
lustrative examples based on the method proposed in this study are
presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions drawn from this work
are presented in Section 5.

2. Method

To reduce the potential consequences caused by intentional attacks
and to provide support for the allocation of safety and security re-
sources in chemical industrial parks, a consequence-based assessment
method with a Dynamic Vulnerability Assessment Graph (DVAG) model
is developed in the present study. The flow chart of the developed
method is shown in Fig. 1. First, necessary information and data are
collected, including the layout of a chemical industrial park, installa-
tions’ information, data on hazardous materials, etc. In the following
step, threats that may induce domino effects are analyzed and possible
primary scenarios are identified. Step 3 conducts a vulnerability ana-
lysis using the DVAG model and obtains the damage possibilities of
installations. Finally, the potential consequences of attack scenarios are
analyzed and the relative consequence ranking is obtained, supporting
the decision-making of defensive resources. The accident evolution in-
volved in the present study is based on the escalation vector of heat
radiation, but the framework can be extended to other types of esca-
lations which might eventually be caused by intentional events.

2.1. Collecting park information and installation data

The first step of the method is to gather the information and data
needed to implement the consequence-based method in chemical parks.
Collecting this information can be divided into two parts: gathering (i)
security-related information and (ii) domino effect related data. The
security part collects the information of possible threats, such as mo-
tivations, attack types, attack capability, and attack objectives [5]. The
domino effect related data can be summarized as follows:

(1) Park information: a layout of the park with installation's position
and the distance between adjacent installations, the environmental
information including temperature, wind, humidity, and the dis-
tribution of employees in the park.

(2) Installation data: physical parameters (types, functions, shapes,
sizes, etc.), hazardous materials in installations (types, quantities,
and states), and economic parameters of installations.

(3) Measures to reduce potential consequences: security measures (e.g.,
patrolling), passive barriers (e.g., fireproof coating), active barriers
(e.g., water delivery systems), and emergency response.

2.2. Threat analysis and primary scenario identification

The objective of this step is to identify possible primary scenarios
caused by intentional events that may trigger domino effects. In this
study, domino effects triggered by intentional events are categorized

1 External domino effects denote one or more escalation events outside the
boundaries of the plant where the domino effect originates. Internal domino
effects occur within a single plant while external domino effects involve mul-
tiple plants.
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into three types according to adversaries’ motivations, as follows:

(1) Adversaries execute an attack with the purpose of triggering
domino effects, inducing catastrophic accidents.

(2) Adversaries attack target installations resulting in unplanned
domino effects.

(3) Adversaries indirectly attack a target installation via domino ef-
fects.

These intentional attacks may come from internal threats, external
threats or internal threats working in collusion with external threats.
The threat encompasses individuals, groups, organizations, or govern-
ments that may execute these intentional events. So threat analysis
should consider as many threats as possible, such as intelligence ser-
vices of host nations, or third-party nations, political and terrorist
groups, criminals, rogue employees, cyber criminals, and private in-
terests (API, 2013). Besides, the capability and the resources of the
attackers in terms of available information, instruments and tools
should be considered in the analysis. After threat analysis, the possible
primary scenarios initiating domino effects can be obtained via cause-
consequence analysis methods, such as what-if analysis and fault tree
analysis. The risk analysis only serves to identify primary scenarios.

2.3. Vulnerability analysis

Previous vulnerability assessment methods for critical infra-
structures mainly focus on target installations directly attacked by ad-
versaries (API, 2013; EU [24]). In chemical industrial parks, a vulner-
ability assessment should be conducted for installations that may be
involved in the attack due to possible domino effects. Thus, this step is
aimed at assessing all installations’ vulnerabilities and to obtain the
damage probability of installations given different attacks. The vul-
nerability analysis is carried out using the Dynamic Vulnerability As-
sessment Graph (DVAG) model illustrated in Section 3. The spatial-
temporal evolution, security measures, and safety barriers are con-
sidered in the DVAG model based on dynamic graphs.

2.4. Consequence-based analysis

Hausken [27] developed a cost-benefit analysis of terrorist attacks,
considering economic value, human value, and influence value in

benefit analysis. It is rather difficult to estimate the influence value
associated with symbolic, political, and economic prestige, etc. For the
process and chemical industries, environmental pollution should be
addressed since large quantities of hazardous substances are usually
present in industrial areas (API, 2013). Consequently, in terms of the
consequences of intentional attacks in a chemical industrial park, this
study considers three types of losses: economic loss, casualties, and
environmental pollution. Possible damaged installations should be
considered in the consequence analysis based on the vulnerability as-
sessment results. Considering M attack scenarios capable of triggering
domino effects in a chemical park, the potential consequence caused by
the mth (m= 1, 2, 3, …, M) attack scenario can be obtained by Eqs. (2)
and (3).

=
=

PC CP L·m

j

N

j
m

j
m

1 (2)

= + +L L L L_ _ _j
m

j
m

j
m

j
m

1 2 3 (3)

where PCm is the potential consequence of attack scenario m, in EUR;
CPjm is the conditional probability of installation j being damaged give
an attack scenario m; Ljm is the total consequence caused by the damage
of installation j in attack scenario m, in EUR; N is the number of in-
stallations (possible targets) in the chemical industrial park, M≤ 2N−1
(due to possible attack scenario with multiple targets); Lj_1m is the direct
economic loss caused by installation j in attack scenario m, in EUR; Lj_2m

is the loss of casualties caused by installation j in attack scenario m, in
EUR; Lj_3m is the loss of environmental pollution caused by installation j
in attack scenario m, in EUR. The maximum potential consequence of
possible attack scenarios in a chemical industrial park, MPC in EUR, is
given in Eq. (4), while the average potential consequence of possible
intentional attack scenarios (APC) is determined by Eq. (5). The average
conditional probability of installation j being damaged by possible in-
tentional attacks, ACPj, can be calculated according to Eq. (6).

=MPC PCmax m (4)

= =APC
PC

m
j
m m

1
(5)

= =ACP
CP

mj
m
M

j
m

1
(6)

The maximum potential consequence (MPC) is a basic index for
resource allocation to prevent man-made domino effects since rational
attackers usually launch an attack with the objective of maximizing the
potential consequence. The average potential consequence (APC), and
the average conditional probability of installations being damaged
(ACP) are systematic indicators used to examine the overall perfor-
mance and robustness of safety and security resources in a chemical
industrial area. Thus the likelihood difference of attacks is not con-
sidered in the two indicators.

3. Dynamic vulnerability assessment graph (DVAG) model

3.1. Fundamentals of dynamic graphs

Graph theory provides a mathematical approach for studying in-
terconnections among elements in natural and manmade systems.
Initially, interactions of elements were limited to binary relations de-
noted by vertices of the graph. Subsequently, functions were associated
with graphs that assign a real number to each edge of a graph for
quantifying the relationship between any pair of elements in a given
system. So a classic graph consists of a set of vertices (nodes) and a set
of edges (arcs) with the assumption that the structure of the graph is
static.

However, the graphs may change over time in many applications,
such as in computer programming languages and in artificial

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the procedures developed for the consequence-based
method.
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intelligence. Dynamic graph models were systematically proposed in
the 1990s to solve these practical dynamic applications. And the cor-
responding algorithms have been improved to study the dynamic
graphs, such as Shortest Path algorithms. A dynamic graph, similar to
the structure of static graphs, can be an undirected graph, a directed
graph or a weighted graph (network). The three different structures of
dynamic graphs are briefly described as follows. [13,16,26]

• An undirected graph is a pair G = (V, E), where V = {V1, V2, V3, …,
Vn} is a set of vertices, and E is a set of edges. Each edge is an
unordered pair where vi and vj ∈V.

• A directed graph is a pair G = (V, A), where V is again a set of
vertices, and A is a set of arcs. Each arc is an ordered pair (vi, vj),
i ≠ j.

There are three kinds of weighted graphs (networks): a node-
weighted graph, an edge-weighted graph, and a full weighted graph. A
full weighted graph G= (V, E, f, g), f: V→NV, g: E→NE, where NV (NE) is
some numbered system, assigning a value or a weight of a node. The
weights may be real numbers, complex numbers, integers, elements of
some group, etc.

A dynamic graph G is updated when one or more than one of the
following four entities change: V (a set of nodes), E (a set of edges), f
(map vertices to numbers), and g (map edges to numbers). The dynamic
graph can be divided into four basic categories according to the var-
iation of different entities.

• A node-dynamic graph: the set V changes over time and the nodes
may be added or removed. When a node is removed, the related
edges are also eliminated.

• An edge-dynamic graph: the set E changes over time and the edges
may be added or removed.

• A node weighted dynamic graph: the function f changes over time
and the weights on the nodes update.

• An edge weighted dynamic graph: the function g changes over time
and the weights on the edge also update.

Any combination of the above basic types can occur in real appli-
cations. An update on a graph is an operation that adds or removes
nodes or edges, or changes in weights of nodes and edges. Between each
update, the graph can be regarded as a static graph. So a dynamic graph
can be viewed as a discrete sequence of static graphs and each graph
can be studied by using the developed knowledge of static graph theory.
Dynamic graph models may vary with different applications and the
related algorithms can be developed according to the update rules of
the dynamic graph [26].

3.2. Dynamic vulnerability assessment graph

3.2.1. Definition
A Dynamic Vulnerability Assessment Graph (DVAG) is defined as a

dynamic graph indicating installations’ vulnerability features in the
evolution process of domino effects caused by intentional events. The
dynamic graph starts when there is a primary fire scenario caused by
intentional events and ends when the evolution is over. For illustration

purpose, only the fire scenario is considered in the model, but it can be
extended to other scenarios such as explosions and even the scenario
changes between fire and explosion. The dynamic graph can be re-
presented by Eq. (7).

=G N E f q( , , , ) (7)

(1) N is a set of nodes denoting installations in a chemical industrial
park. The number of nodes (N) will not change in the entire evo-
lution process.

(2) E is a set of directed edges from installations causing heat radiations
to installations receiving the heat radiations. If there is an edge
from node i to node j, node i is often called tail while node j is called
head (i ≠ j).

(3) f is a group of node weights (indicators) indicating the vulnerability
or harmfulness of installations, as shown in Eq. (8).

=f S Q RTF RTB CPS CP( , , , , , ) (8)

• S is a set of states denoting the role of installations in a domino
evolution. According to installations’ vulnerable or harmful at-
tributes in the evolution of domino effects, three states are de-
fined: “vulnerable”, “harmful” and “dead”. The description of
these states is shown in Table 1. For the sake of clear re-
presentation, an installation in the “vulnerable” state is marked
as yellow, in the “harmful” state it is marked as red, and in the
“dead” state it is marked as gray in the dynamic graph.

• Q is a weight of nodes denoting the total heat radiation received
by installations, in kW/m2. Installations in the “vulnerable” state
receive heat radiations from installations in “harmful” state
(Q≥ 0). The Q is equal to zero if an installation is in the
“harmful” state or the “dead” state.

• RTF is a weight of nodes representing the residual time to failure
(RTF) of installations, in min. The installation is assumed to be
damaged when RTF is equal to zero.

• RTB is a weight of nodes denoting the residual time to burn out
(RTB) of installations, in min. The fire on an installation is re-
garded to be extinguished when RTB is equal to zero.

• CPS is a set of conditional probabilities of installations being
successfully attacked given a direct attack. It denotes the vul-
nerability of installations against direct attacks, as shown in
Eq. (9). The CPS can be decreased by taking security measures.

=CPS P Success Attack( | ) (9)

If an installation i is the direct target of a possible attack m, the
conditional probability of the installation being damaged is equal to the
conditional probability of the installation being successfully attacked,
as shown in Eq. (10).

=CP CPSi
m

i
m (10)

(4) q is the weight of directed edges which represent heat radiations
from tail installations to head installations, kW/m2. The q can be ex-
pressed by an adjacent matrix (a square matrix of dimension N×N), as
shown in Eq. (11).

Table 1
State description.

State Description Marked color

Vulnerable The installation is not physically damaged but it may receive heat radiation from other installations. The installation's temperature or internal
pressure may increase in this state.

Yellow

Harmful The installation is on fire due to intentional events or due to escalation from other installations. Installations in this state have a harmful impact on
other installations receiving their heat radiation.

Red

Dead The fire on the installation is extinguished due to the burning out of flammable substances or emergency response actions. All edges connected to the
node will be removed if the installation's state transfers from “harmful” to “dead”.

Gray
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where qij is the heat radiation from installation i to installation j. qij is
equal to zero if there is no directed edge from installation i to in-
stallation j or i is equal to j. In the adjacency matrix, the row i indicates
the harmfulness of installation i for other installations, and the column j
characters the vulnerability of installation j.

3.2.2. Graph update

• Time update

A Dynamic Vulnerability Assessment Graph (DVAG) can be re-
garded as a chain of static graphs. The initial graph (graph 1) arises
when a primary scenario caused by intentional events occurs. A new
static graph will occur if an update operation is executed. The graph
index (g) is also updated according to Eq. (12).

=
+

g
g
1 initial graph

1 after a new update (12)

The period of time between two update operations is called “graph
time” (t) in min. The total evolution time at the beginning of graph g
(Tg, in min) can be obtained using Eq. (13).

=
=

+ >T
g

T t g
0 1

1
g

g g1 1 (13)

• State update

There are two update types among the three states, as shown in
Fig. 2. In the initial graph, the attacked installation is in the “harmful”
state and other installations are in the “vulnerable” state. An in-
stallation's state will be updated from “vulnerable” to “harmful” if it is
damaged by escalation from external installations. Besides, an in-
stallation in a “harmful” state will be updated to a “dead” state if the
fire on the installation is extinguished. Finally, the update will end
when there is no escalation under the following conditions: (i) no in-
stallation in the “vulnerable” state; (ii) no installation in the “harmful”
state.

• Directed edge update

Directed edges connect installations in “harmful” states with in-
stallations in “vulnerable” states. Thus the directed edges should be
added when any installation's state is updated. All directed edges from
other installations to an installation in a “vulnerable” state will be de-
leted and the directed edges from the installation to other installations
will be added when the installation's state transfers to “harmful”. The
directed edges from an installation to other installations will be deleted
when the installation's state transfers to “dead”.

• Heat radiation update

Installations with a “vulnerable” state in a domino evolution process
may receive heat radiation from multiple installations with “harmful”
states; this is known as “synergistic effects”. Conversely, an installation
in the “harmful” state may pose heat radiation on multiple installations

being in “vulnerable” states; this is known as “parallel effects”. Fig. 3a
shows the graph model of a parallel effect while Fig. 3b shows a sy-
nergistic effect as a graph.

According to the synergistic effect, the total heat radiation received
by an installation j in “vulnerable state” (Qj) should be the sum of heat
radiations received from other installations in “harmful” states, as
shown in Eq. (14).

=
=

Q qj
i

N

ij
1 (14)

The heat radiation received by each installation may vary over time
due to new occurrences of harmful installations or dead installations.
For update operations, the potential heat radiation values between each
pair of installations can be calculated by software such as ALOHA [4].
In that case, an adjacency matrix of potential heat radiation (PQ) can be
employed to represent the potential heat radiation values, as shown in
Eq. (15).

=

…
…

… … …
…
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pq pq
pq pq
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21 2

1 2 (15)

The heat radiation caused by installations in the “vulnerable” state
can be reduced by active barriers such as water deluge systems (WDS).
The WDS mitigates fire exposure by protection of the target, keeping a
water film on exposed surfaces to absorb radiant heat and to cool the
steelwork, thus reducing the heat radiation received by installations in
a “vulnerable” state. In this study, WDS is used as an example of an
active barrier in the evolution of domino effects. So the qij can be ob-
tained using a radiation reduction factor (φ) and an effectiveness
parameter (η) when the installation i is on fire and WDS are present in
chemical industrial parks, as shown in Eq. (16).

= × ×q pq(1 )ij ij (16)

where pqij is the potential heat radiation caused by installation i on
installation j, in kW/m2; η is an effectiveness parameter of active pro-
tection systems; φ is the radiation reduction factor. If the active pro-
tection system is available, parameter values are assumed as follows:
φ = 60%, η = 75%; otherwise, both parameters are equal to zero [37].

• Residual time to failure update

The RTF of installations may vary with time in the spatial-temporal
evolution because of superimposed effects. Besides, passive protection
systems also have great impacts on the RTF, such as fireproof coatings.
Considering an installation j begins receiving effective heat radiation
(Qj > 15 kW/m2 [20]) at evolution time Tg, the RTF can be calculated
by Eq. (17) [38].

=
× + +

RTF
a V c Q dexp( ln( ) )

60j
g

b
j

(17)

where RTFjg is the residual time to failure of installation j at Tg, in min;
a, b, c, and d are constants as presented in Table 2. In case of the pre-
sence of fireproof coatings, a time lapse (TL), should be consideredFig. 2. State transition of installations.

Fig. 3. Graph models of the spatial evolution of domino effects.
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since the failure time of installations is delayed due to the existing of
fireproof coatings. As a result, the TL should be added to Eq. (17), as
shown in Eq. (18).

=
× + +

+RTF
a V c Q d

TL
exp( ln( ) )

60j
g

b
j

(18)

A conservative TL of 70 min [37] is used in the present study if the
fireproof coating is available; otherwise, the TL should be zero.

If RTFjg > tg, the installation j will not be physically damaged at
Tg+1 and the residual time to failure of installation j in the “vulnerable”
state at the time Tg+1 will be updated according to superimposed ef-
fects: the heat radiation in different stages received by an installation
should be superimposed in order to determine the residual time to
failure at the time of Tg+1, as shown in Eq. (19) [17].

=+
+

RTF
Q
Q

RTF t·( )j
g j

g

j
g

c

j
g g1

1

(19)

The RTFjg is regarded as infinite when the installation j is in the
“harmful” state or the “dead” state.

• Residual time to burn out update

Assuming an installation i is on fire at the evolution time of Tg, the
residual time to burn out of installation i at the time of Tg can be re-
presented by the ratio of flammable substance mass to the burning rate,
shown in Eq. (20).

=RTB W
vi

g i

i (20)

where Wi is the mass of flammable substances in installation i, kg; vi is
the burning rate of flammable substances in installation i, kg/min; RTBig

is the time to burn out of installation i at the evolution time of Tg.
If RTBjg > tg, the installation i will continue to be on fire at Tg+1

and the residual time to burning out of installation i at Tg+1 will be
updated according to Eq. (21).

=+RTB RTB ti
g

i
g g1 (21)

• Damage probability update

Emergency response is essential for eliminating possible escalation
or mitigating the consequence of domino effects in the chemical in-
dustry [57]. So emergency response should be considered in the vul-
nerability assessment of plant installations. However, the evaluation of
emergency response is rather complex due to the uncertainties related
to human factors in the performance of emergency response tasks. For
simplification reasons, we assume that the domino effect evolution will
be controlled when the emergency mitigation actions are started [38].
Taking into account the uncertainty of emergency response, a cumu-
lative log-normal distribution (LND) function is used to model the time
required to control domino effects (ttc), as shown in Eq. (22) [17].

ttc N ulog ( , )2 (22)

where u is the mean of log ttc or expectation of the distribution; σ is the
standard deviation of log ttc and σ2 is the variance. These parameters
can be obtained using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) based on
the results of expert judgment, emergency exercises or simulations
[17]. Therefore, if an installation j is supposedly damaged at Tg with a

certain probability during the evolution of an intentional attack m, the
conditional probability of installation j being damaged (CPj) can be
obtained by using Eq. (23). If installation j is the target of an attack m
(i.e., i= j), the equation is equivalent to Eq. (10).

=CP CPS T(1 LND( ))j
m

i
m g (23)

3.3. Algorithm

The Dynamic vulnerability Assessment graph (DVAG) model is es-
tablished in Section 3.2, considering the effects of security measures,
safety barriers of active protection measures, passive protection mea-
sures, and emergency response. This section describes the algorithm
based on the DVAG model to obtain the quantitative potential con-
sequence of possible attacks. The flow diagram of the algorithm is re-
ported in Fig. 4.

The algorithm is described and explained as follows. First, basic
data needed for performing the method is inputted, including park and
plant information, potential heat radiations and primary scenarios,

Table 2
The parameter value of a, b, c, and d adapted from Landucci et al. [38].

Installation a b c d

Atmospheric tank −2.67 × 10−5 1 −1.13 9.9
Pressurized tank 8.845 0.032 −0.95 0

Fig. 4. Flow diagram of the algorithm for the DVAG model.
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safety and security measures, etc. Second, the parameters (E, S, q) of the
DVAG model are initialized after selecting a primary scenario. The in-
itial DVAG is updated at Tg+1 when Tg+1 is equal to the minimum of
RTFj and RTBi. The parameters of E, S, q are calculated again after
updating. If q is equal to zero, the graph update will stop and the da-
mage probability of each installation is calculated. Another primary
scenario will be selected after obtaining the consequence of the con-
sidered primary scenario. Otherwise, the update will proceed. The steps
will continue until all the primary scenarios caused by intentional at-
tacks are evaluated (m > M).

The potential consequence including induced domino effects of a
security-related scenario, the installations’ damage probabilities, and
the graph time of each primary scenario are obtained using this algo-
rithm. Decision-making on the allocation of safety and security re-
sources can also be achieved considering different safety barriers and
security measures in the potential consequence analysis.

4. Illustrative examples

In Section 3, the dynamic graph approach for vulnerability-con-
sequence assessment of domino effects caused by intentional events was
elaborated and explained. Decision making on security measures and
safety barriers using this approach was expounded. In this section, il-
lustrative examples aiming at interpreting the procedures and valida-
tion of the proposed method are given. Besides, the method is applied to
a chemical cluster to show the method's advantages for such im-
plementation situation.

4.1. Example 1: a single plant

According to the method proposed in Section 2, we firstly should
collect the park information and installation data of the chemical plant,
as follows. Fig. 5 shows the schematic of an illustrative single chemical
plant with four storage tanks. The features of these tanks are sum-
marized in Table 3. The weather condition is assumed as follows: am-
bient temperature of 20℃, wind blowing from the West with a speed of
1.5 m/s, relative humidity of 50%, and the stability class D. The heat
radiation caused by pool fire and the burning rate of each tank are
calculated through the ALOHA software. The heat radiation caused by
tank i on tank j (i.e., qij) and the time to burn out (ttb) of each tank is
shown in Table 4. Assuming a log-normal distribution of the time to
control effectively (ttc), i.e., logttc∼ (μ, σ2), the mean of ttc is equal to
10 min and the corresponding variance is equal to 2 min [17].

The second step is to analyze possible threats and identify the cor-
responding primary scenarios. Table 5 illustrates the primary scenarios
caused by possible intentional events and the conditional probability of
these primary scenarios given the intentional attack.

The Dynamic Vulnerability Assessment Graph (DVAG) model pro-
posed in Section 3 is used to assess the vulnerability of the tanks in the
chemical plant. In this step, the failure time and failure probability of

each tank following escalation caused by attacks are obtained, as shown
in Tables 6 and 7. Taking primary scenario 1 as an example, Tank 1 is
on fire caused by a direct intentional attack at T= 0 min (Fig. 6(a)).
The heat radiation emitted from Tank 1 can cause a credible damage to
Tank 2, resulting in a fire at Tank 2 at T= 6.08 min. After catching fire,
the state of Tank 2 transfers from “vulnerable” to “harmful”, inducing a
synergistic effect on Tank 3 and Tank 4, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Conse-
quently, Tank 3 is on fire at T= 7.36 min (Fig. 6(c)) due to a super-
imposed effect of stage 1 and stage 2. Tank 4 is the last one to catch fire.
The damaged time of each tank in different primary scenarios is shown
in Table 6. The evolution speed of primary scenario 1 is the fastest
while that of the primary scenario 4 is the slowest.

Table 7 presents the damage probability of each Tank in different
primary scenarios. It indicates that the domino effect caused by the
attack on Tank 1 may be inevitable due to the fastest evolution. Tank 2
with the highest average conditional probability of being damaged
(ACP) is more susceptible to domino effects caused by other tanks.

Finally, the performance of safety and security resources are ana-
lyzed based on the consequence assessment proposed in Section 2.4.
Table 8 shows the potential consequences of all attacks. The potential
consequence of the attack on Tank 1 is much higher than that of the
other three attacks since the four tanks have a high probability to be
damaged by the domino effects initiated at Tank 1, i.e., emergency
response is unlikely to effectively control the escalation. The security
measures’ effect on Tank 4 is limited since the attack on Tank 4 cannot
induce domino effects.

Table 9 lists several protection measures and the corresponding
potential consequences. In this case, the fireproof coating can eliminate
the possible domino effects because the potential consequence of each
attack is equal to the potential loss of the attached tank. Four cases are
considered to investigate the most effective allocation of passive bar-
riers, as shown in Table 10. Obviously, the passive barriers should be
allocated to Tank 2 which has the highest ACP.

In order to validate the method, the results are compared with the
results of a static graph approach [34]. Employing the static graph
methodology, the out-closeness metric reflects installations’ potential
contribution to the escalation of domino effects while the in-closeness
metric represents the vulnerability of installations to get damaged
during domino effects. The static graph model of the chemical storage
plant is shown in Fig. 7 (threshold value is also equal to 15 kW/m2).

The results of two graph metrics (out-closeness and in-closeness) of
the four tanks are illustrated in Table 11. It indicates that the method
proposed in this study is valid since the ranking of units based on their
out-closeness is the same as their ranking based on their PA (Table 8);
likewise, the ranking of units based on their in-closeness is also iden-
tical to their ranking based on their respective ACP (Table 7). The dy-
namic graph approach, in addition, seems to be able to grasp the dy-
namic evolution of domino effects compared to the static graph which
seems to provide merely a snapshot of the whole process at once.

4.2. Example 2: a chemical cluster

A complex example is used to illustrate the application of the
method to a chemical industrial park with a large number of installa-
tions. Fig. 8 shows the layout of an area including three chemical sto-
rage plants. The plant information and tank data are shown in Table 12.
All the tanks (150 in total) may be potentially attacked with the same
conditional probability of successful attack (CPS) of 0.5. Assuming the
mean of ttc (μ) is equal to 20 min and the corresponding variance (σ) is
equal to 5 min. The wind speed is 5 m/s and other parameters are the
same as in Section 4.1.

The potential consequences (PC) of the 150 attack scenarios and the
average conditional probability of installations being damaged (ACP)
are obtained via the algorithm presented in Section 3.3, as shown in
Fig. 9. The total computational time is 4.1 s using a personal computer
(Intel (R) Core (TM) i5 CPU, 4GB RAM). The PC represents theFig. 5. Layout of an illustrative chemical storage plant (example 1).
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escalation capability of the attacked installations while the ACP char-
acterizes the vulnerability of installations. Thus installations are more
likely to initiate or propagate domino effects if their rankings of PC are
higher than that of ACP. Alternatively, installations with higher rank-
ings of ACP than that of PC exhibit a high probability of being damaged
by domino effects occurring in the area. The maximum potential con-
sequence (MPC) in Plant 1 is 2.45 × 107 EUR (an attack on Tank 26), in
Plant 2 it is 5.86 × 106 EUR (an attack on Tank 76), and in Plant 3 it is
1.92 × 107 EUR (an attack on Tank 123). The potential consequences
of attacks in Plant 2 are obviously smaller than those in Plant 1 and
Plant 3 since the wind blows from west to east (i.e., the tank is more
likely to be damaged by the heat radiation caused by the tank in the
west), and the heat radiation caused by tanks in Plant 3 is greater than
in Plant 2, as shown in Table. 4.

Security measures (e.g., patrols, fences, CCTV systems) for reducing
the conditional probability of installations being successfully attacked
(CPS) or active barriers (i.e., water delivery systems) for absorbing heat
radiation can be allocated to these tanks with high PC to reduce the
MPC of the chemical industrial area. In that case, the APC decreases
from 9.87 × 106 EUR to 6.44×106 EUR by decreasing the CPS (from
0.5 to 0.3) using security measures in Plant 1 and Plant 3. The red curve
in Fig. 9 shows the ACP of each tank. The tanks located in the east have
a higher ACP than those located in the west due to the effect of the
wind. The maximum ACP in Plant 1 is 0.0575 (Tank 30), in Plant 2 it is
0.0192 (Tank 74), and in Plant 3 it is 0.0539 (Tank 127).

These tanks with high ACP should be allocated more passive bar-
riers protecting these installations against fires. For instance, the
average potential consequence is reduced by 38.9% by allocating fire-
proof coatings on the top 20 tanks (the ranking of ACP in descending
order).

Fig. 10 shows the required time of external domino effects if a tank
in Plant 1 is attacked. The minimum time required for initiating ex-
ternal domino effects in Plant 2 is 21.3 min with a maximum prob-
ability of 0.13, and that in Plant 3 is 26.5 min with a maximum con-
ditional probability of 0.0024. The attacks in Plant 3 can also induce
external domino effects in Plant 1 and Plant 2, and the maximum

conditional probabilities are 0.21 and 0.23 separately. However, the
external domino effects caused by attacks in Plant 2 may be impossible
and Plant 3 is thus more likely to suffer from external domino effects
since it is located downwind. The external domino effects can be
eliminated by improving emergency response capabilities. For example,
the maximum probability of external domino effects in Plant 3 triggered
by Plant 1 will decrease to 2.19 × 10−4 if the emergency response time
is shortened to 10 min.

5. Discussion

The illustrative examples in Section 4 indicate that our method can
quickly obtain quantitative results of consequences caused by inten-
tional attacks in large chemical industrial areas, considering installa-
tions that may be damaged in the spatial-temporal evolution of domino
effects. This section discusses the effects of safety and security resources
on potential consequences (PC) of attacks, thus supporting the decision-
making of resource allocation.

Security measures can prevent the occurrence of the primary sce-
narios while safety barriers are able to weaken the evolution of domino
effects; thus these limited resources should be properly allocated so as
to decrease the attractiveness by decreeing the maximum potential
consequence (MPC) and the average potential consequences (APC) of
the entire park area (which we consider as a system). Fig. 11(a) shows
the effect of security measures on average potential consequences
(APC) in case 2. The APC decreases rapidly and then slows down as the
number of tanks with allocated security resources increases. Taking the
blue curve with triangles as an example, the APC decreases by 24.0% if
the top 50 tanks (the ranking of PC in descending order) are allocated

Table 3
Features of chemical storage tanks.

Tank Type Dimension Chemical substance Volume (m3) Chemical content (t) Consequence (1000 EUR)

1 Atmospheric 30 × 10 Benzene 6000 4000 2900
2 Atmospheric 20 × 10 Acetone 2500 2000 2400
3 Atmospheric 20 × 10 Toluene 2500 1500 900
4 Atmospheric 10 × 6.5 Toluene 500 200 100

Table 4
The Heat Radiation qij between each pair of tanks and the time to burn out (ttb)
of tanks.

Tank i, j qij (kW/m2) ttb (min)
1 2 3 4

1 – 32.5 25.1 12.9 1666.7
2 17.7 – 13.2 4.1 1369.9
3 8.7 17.6 – 13.8 980.4
4 10.1 3.5 8.3 – 233.9

Table 5
Possible primary scenarios caused by attacks.

Attacks Primary scenario CPS without security measures CPS with security measures

A1 Pool fire at Tank 1 0.5 0.3
A2 Pool fire at Tank 2 0.5 0.3
A3 Pool fire at Tank 3 0.5 0.3
A4 Pool fire at Tank 4 0.5 0.3

Table 6
The damage time of tanks (min).

Tank A1 A2 A3 A4

1 0 11.01 19.17 –
2 6.08 0 12.16 –
3 7.36 16.06 0 –
4 13.52 20.30 22.19 0

Table 7
The conditional probability of installations being damaged (CP).

Tank A1 A2 A3 A4 Average

1 0.50 0.11 6.71 × 10−7 0 0.15
2 0.50 0.50 0.04 0 0.26
3 0.49 1.48 × 10−4 0.50 0 0.25
4 6.70 × 10−3 8.52 × 10−8 2.45×10−9 0.5000 0.13
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security measures. However, the APC only decreases by 4.0% if these
security resources are allocated to the last 50 tanks. Besides, different
security measures have different effects on the conditional probability
of installations being successfully attacked (CPS). The APC decreases
with increasing the security investment in each tank (the CPS is in-
versely proportional to the security investment).

The PC-based allocation can also be applied to the allocation of
safety barriers as shown in Fig.11(b). The APC decreases with

Fig. 6. The Dynamic Vulnerability Assessment Graph (DVAG) of the attack on Tank 1.

Table 8
The potential consequences of attacks.

Primary scenario A 1 A 2 A 3 A 4 Average

Potential consequence (1000 EUR) 3092.5 1527.9 536.4 50.0 1301.7

Table 9
The potential consequences of attacks with additional protection measures.

Additional measures Potential consequence (1000 EUR)
A 1 A 2 A 3 A 4 Average Decrease (%)

Security measures on Tank 1 1855.5 1527.9 536.4 50.0 992.5 23.8%
Security measures on Tank 4 1855.5 1527.9 536.4 30.0 1305.0 0.5%
WDS on all tanks 1450.0 1200.0 450.0 50.0 787.5 39.3%
Fireproof coatings on all tanks 1450 1200 450 50.0 787.5 39.3%
Shortening the mean of ttc to 8 min 2858.9 1241.0 458.0 50.0 1152.6 11.5%

Table 10
The potential consequences of each primary scenario with additional fireproof coatings.

Additional measures Potential consequence (1000 EUR)
A 1 A 2 A 3 A 4 Average Decrease (%)

Fireproof coating on Tank 1 3092.5 1200.0 536.4 50.0 1219.7 6.3%
Fireproof coating on Tank 2 1863.0 1527.9 450.0 50.0 972.7 25.3%
Fireproof coating on Tank 3 2649.7 1527.7 536.4 50.0 1191.0 8.5%
Fireproof coating on Tank 4 3091.8 1527.9 536.4 50.0 1301.5 0.01%

Fig. 7. Static graph model of the chemical storage plant in example 1.
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increasing the number of tanks equipped with WDS. The APC decreases
from 9.87 × 106 EUR to 4.95 × 106 by allocating security measures to
the top 50 tanks while it only decreases to 8.76 × 106 EUR if we al-
locate these resources to the last 50 tanks. Combining Eq. (16) and
Fig. 11(b), it can be concluded that improving effectiveness or radiation
reduction factor of WDS is also an effective way to reduce the APC.

Passive safety barriers such as fireproof coatings can reduce the
physical effects caused by the fire on the target installations. The case
analysis in Section 4.1 states that the ranking of ACP in descending

Fig. 8. The layout of three illustrative chemical storage plants within a chemical industrial park.

Table 12
Tank features in each plant.

Plant Tank number Tank Type Chemical
substance

The volume of each tank
(m3)

The chemical content of each
tank (t)

ttb of each tank
(min)

The consequence of each tank (1000
EUR)

1 50 Atmospheric Toluene 2500 2500 1634 1500
2 50 Atmospheric Acetone 2500 1000 685 1200
3 50 Atmospheric Benzene 6000 2000 833 1400

Fig. 9. The potential consequence (PC) and the average conditional probability (ACP) of each attack.

Table 11
The results of graph metrics for the graph shown in Fig.7.

Tank Out-closeness In-closeness

1 0.42 0.17
2 0.19 0.34
3 0.17 0.22
4 0 0
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order can be used for the allocation of passive barriers. Fig. 12(a) shows
the results of fireproof coating allocations. It indicates that the alloca-
tion based on ACP is also suitable for large chemical industrial parks,
i.e., the reduction rate of APC decrease with increasing the number of
fireproofed tanks.

Besides, we also investigate the effects of the time lapse (TL) of
fireproof coatings on the APC. The APC decreases rapidly with in-
creasing TL when TL is less than the mean of emergency response time
(u) but it barely changes with the increase of TL when TL is greater than
u. It manifests that passive barriers can provide enough time for the
advent of emergency response when the TL is greater than u. Fig. 12b
shows that the emergency response time has a great impact on the APC .
More calculations indicate that all the 150 tanks may be damaged if the
emergency response is not available since the passive and active

barriers only extend the time to failure (ttf) of installations but can't
eliminate the escalation.

For instance, fireproof coatings will be of no effect after 70 min
while the minimal time to burn out (ttf) of installations is 685 min.
Therefore, safety and security resources should be integrated and the
allocation optimization of integrated safety barriers and security mea-
sures based on cost-effective analysis is another open issue in this do-
main.

As mentioned above, the method proposed in this study can be used
to support decision-making for safety and security resources in large
chemical industrial parks. It is a primary work for integrating safety and
security resources to prevent man-made domino effects, considering the
potential overall loss of a chemical industrial park. The DVAG model
proposed in the study may be extended to model other escalation

Fig. 10. The required time of external domino effects given an attack on one of the tanks in Plant 1.

Fig. 11. The PC-based allocation for (a) security measures and (b) water deluge systems (WDS).

Fig. 12. The effects of (a) fireproof coatings and (b) emergency response time on the average potential consequence (APC) of attacks.
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vectors besides heat radiation, such as overpressure and fragments
caused by explosions. The consequence-based approach may be im-
proved by considering attack types, attack likelihood, and multi-targets.
Besides, advanced decision-making and optimization tools (e.g., game
theory and genetic algorithms) may be used based on the dynamic
graph approach to better protect chemical industrial parks from cata-
strophic events.

6. Conclusions

In the present study, a consequence-based method for the allocation
of security measures and safety barriers in chemical industrial areas
based on dynamic graphs was developed. From a systematic aspect, the
potential consequences consist of the possible losses of the target in-
stallations and the losses of other installations that may be damaged
due to domino effects. The Dynamic Vulnerability Assessment Graph
(DVAG) model based on dynamic graphs proposed in this paper is able
to model the spatial-temporal feature of domino effects, considering the
effects of security measures and safety barriers. The damage probability
of installations and the consequences of possible attacks in a chemical
industrial park can be quickly obtained using the developed approach,
significantly facilitating the decision making on the allocation of safety
and security resources. Therefore, this method can be applied to rea-
listic chemical clusters with a large number of installations.

Resource allocation recommendations for reducing the potential
consequences of attacks may be proposed based on potential con-
sequence-related indicators and using two case studies, as follows: (i)
security measures and active safety barriers should be allocated to in-
stallations with high potential consequences (PC), (ii) the ranking of
ACP (average conditional probability of installations being damaged) is
recommended for the allocation of passive safety barriers, (iii) the time
lapse (TL) of fireproof coatings should be greater than the mean of ttc,
(iv) external fire-induced domino effects are more likely to occur at the
downwind area of chemical industrial parks, and (v) shortening emer-
gency response time is an effective way to eliminate the possible es-
calations of attacks, and using active and passive barriers can provide
more time for emergency response actions.

The present work is a preliminary work for integrating security and
safety resources to protect chemical industrial parks from domino ef-
fects. The allocation optimization of safety barriers and security mea-
sures based on cost-effectiveness analysis and adversaries’ strategies is a
subject of future study.
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